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ABSTRACT
Human activity recognition (HAR) will be an essential function of
various emerging applications. However, HAR typically encounters
challenges related to modality limitations and label scarcity, lead-
ing to an application gap between current solutions and real-world
requirements. In this work, we propose MESEN, a multimodal-
empowered unimodal sensing framework, to utilize unlabeled mul-
timodal data available during the HAR model design phase for
unimodal HAR enhancement during the deployment phase. From a
study on the impact of supervised multimodal fusion on unimodal
feature extraction, MESEN is designed to feature a multi-task mech-
anism during the multimodal-aided pre-training stage. With the
proposed mechanism integrating cross-modal feature contrastive
learning and multimodal pseudo-classification aligning, MESEN
exploits unlabeled multimodal data to extract effective unimodal
features for each modality. Subsequently, MESEN can adapt to
downstream unimodal HAR with only a few labeled samples. Exten-
sive experiments on eight public multimodal datasets demonstrate
that MESEN achieves significant performance improvements over
state-of-the-art baselines in enhancing unimodal HAR by exploiting
multimodal data.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Human-centered computing→Ubiquitous andmobile com-
puting systems and tools; • Computing methodologies →
Machine learning.
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Figure 1: The application scenario of MESEN. Multimodal
data are available on the server for HARmodel design, while
the user at the edge deploys unimodal HAR with few labels.

1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, human activity recognition (HAR) regains research
attention due to the increasing applications and the potential per-
formance leaps enabled by deep learning. In particular, the recent
advances in multimodal encoding in general artificial intelligence
tasks, such as ImageBind [13], have implied that exploiting multi-
modal data for building HAR models is promising. The prior stud-
ies [9, 21, 22, 26] have shown the HAR performance improvements
brought by multimodal data fusion.

However, HAR in real-world scenarios still faces practical chal-
lenges and application gaps in exploiting multimodal data. On the
one hand, high annotation costs and label scarcity issues are widely
present in practical HAR applications, resulting in scenarios where
only a few labeled samples are available. Manually annotating data
is tedious and time-consuming. This issue becomes more severe
in multimodal sensing, since annotating multimodal data requires
correlating data across varied modalities and possessing knowledge
of multiple modalities. In comparison, unlabeled data are readily
available and easier to access. Potential solutions utilizing these
easy-to-access unlabeled data can further boost data availability for
HAR applications. On the other hand, despite the growing promi-
nence of multimodal research and deployment, unimodal HAR
remains the most typical application paradigm. In reality, many
HAR applications are still deployed using a single modality. Even
in scenarios where multiple sensors are available, there may still
be requirements for unimodal HAR. For instance, in smart home
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scenarios where mmWave radar sensors are deployed and smart-
watches’ built-in IMU sensors are available, users may not always
be within the sensing range of the radar, resulting in situations of
modality limitation. In these scenarios, although multimodal data
can be collected, unimodal HAR remains accessible and important
for users. Thus, to achieve universal performance enhancement for
HAR applications, it is important and meaningful to investigate
the benefits of increasingly available multimodal data during the
HAR model design phase on unimodal HAR during the deployment
phase.

To this end, we aim to address a universal application situation as
depicted in Figure 1, where the server has multimodal data for HAR
model design while the user at the edge obtains a unimodal HAR
model with few labeled samples. This scenario raises an essential
question that remains to be studied: how can we effectively exploit
unlabeled multimodal data to improve the performance of
unimodal HAR with few labels?

To answer the above question, we design MESEN, a multimodal-
empowered unimodal sensing framework, to exploit multimodal
data for designing unimodal HAR with few labels. In this way, in-
creasingly available unlabeled multimodal data can be exploited
for effective unimodal feature extraction, thereby achieving univer-
sal enhancement for unimodal HAR. From a study on the super-
vised multimodal fusion’s effects on unimodal feature extraction,
we observe that the correlations within temporally aligned multi-
modal samples and the distinct intra-modality spaces across differ-
ent modalities are both vital for activity recognition. Besides, we
investigate the relationships between unimodal predicted probabili-
ties and final fusion results. In light of these observations, MESEN is
designed to feature a multi-task mechanism during the multimodal-
aided pre-training stage. By integrating cross-modal feature con-
trastive learning and multimodal pseudo-classification aligning, the
mechanism exploits the correlations and relationships within unla-
beled multimodal data, not only in the feature extraction stage’s
representation space but also in the pseudo-classification stage’s
representation space. Equipped with effective unimodal features
extracted during pre-training, MESEN then can adapt to down-
stream unimodal HAR with only a few labeled samples through
fine-tuning. This framework respects the single-modality constraint
while effectively utilizing available unlabeled multimodal data.

We evaluate the performance of MESEN on eight multimodal
datasets that encompass a range of modalities (accelerometer, gyro-
scope, magnetometer, skeleton points, depth images, and mmWave
radar), user scales, and human activities. Our evaluation indicates
that MESEN achieves significant performance improvements on all
datasets, yielding an average increase of 30.7% accuracy and 34.5%
F1-score over supervised unimodal learning and at least an average
increase of 25.2% accuracy and 26.4% F1-score over the contrastive
learning baselines.

Our key contributions are summarized as follows:

• By examining the performance of supervised multimodal fusion,
we demonstrate the effects of utilizing multimodal data during
training on unimodal feature extraction. We further investigate
the correlations and relationships within multimodal data in both
the representation spaces of the feature extraction stage and the
classification stage during multimodal training.

• We propose to utilize the increasing availability of multimodal
data to enhance unimodal HAR, given the widespread appli-
cability of unimodal HAR in real-world scenarios. MESEN1, a
multimodal-empowered unimodal sensing framework, is designed
to exploit unlabeled multimodal data for effective unimodal fea-
ture extraction by integrating cross-modal feature contrastive
learning and multimodal pseudo-classification aligning. With
effective unimodal features, MESEN can adapt to downstream
unimodal HAR with few labels.

• We extensively evaluate the performance of MESEN on eight
public multimodal datasets. The results show that MESEN out-
performs the state-of-the-art approaches in enhancing unimodal
HAR performance by exploiting unlabeled multimodal data.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. §2 reviews related

studies. §3 presents the measurement study and motivation. §4
introduces the detailed design of MESEN. §5 presents evaluation
results. §6 discusses some related issues. §7 concludes this work.

2 RELATEDWORK
In this section, we overview the research related to our work,
demonstrating the research gaps that we aims to address.

HAR is empowered by various modality sources, facilitating a
wide range of applications including health monitoring [7, 9, 15],
daily routine monitoring [3, 12], and smart gym [28, 29]. However,
real-world HAR often encounters the challenge of limited labeled
data, primarily due to the high costs and labor intensity associated
with the data labeling process, especially for the modalities beyond
RGB videos which are in general non-interpretable by people. Con-
sequently, the study of HAR with limited labeled data has garnered
significant research interest in recent years.

Generative methods [5, 44] craft data or labels from existing
data to mitigate the issue of label scarcity. SenseGAN [44] utilizes
limited labeled supervision and abundant unlabeled data. It fea-
tures a generator producing sensing data with random labels, a
classifier producing labels for unlabeled data, and a discriminator
discriminating real labeled samples and partially generated samples.
HMGAN [5], as a data augmentation technique, employs multiple
generators to generate multimodal data from limited labeled data
to enlarge the training set.

Besides, different from generative methods, there are studies on
employing self-supervised learning techniques to exploit available
unlabeled data directly to their advantage. Depending on the modal-
ities involved in the model design and deployment phases, existing
studies can be divided into the categories of single-modality [31, 33]
and multi-modality [10, 14, 23, 26, 42].

IMU-basedmethods [14, 23, 31, 42] have been extensively studied
in recent years. While TPN [31] is designed to deal with unimodal
IMU data by recognizing eight different data transformations ap-
plied to the raw accelerometer signal, the approaches in [14, 23, 42]
are capable of processing data from multiple IMU sensors by per-
forming the data-level fusion among modalities with a relatively
small gap. Multi-task deep cluster [23] employs a framework with
three tasks trained iteratively to obtain effective representation.
CPCHAR [14] utilizes the Contrastive Predictive Coding (CPC)
framework to capture the temporal structure of the accelerometer

1https://github.com/initxu/MESEN/
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Figure 2: (a) & (b): Prior works [14, 26, 33] designed with label
scarcity include the unimodal mode and the multimodal
fusion mode. (c): MESEN operates in a multi-to-unimodal
mode to improve unimodal HAR performance by exploiting
unlabeled multimodal data.

and gyroscope data. LIMUBert [42] proposes an adaptive BERT-like
self-supervised task to extract generalizable features from unla-
beled IMU sensor data. RadarAE [33] adapts the idea of Masked
Autoencoders (MAE) to radar sensing with unlabeled radar data.
These approaches are specifically designed for a single modality or
modalities with similar natures, which prevents them from being
easily ported to other modalities or handling heterogeneous multi-
modal data. We propose a universal framework that is capable of
handling various modalities without any extra changes.

With the development of contrastive learning and its excellent
representation learning performance in multiple fields, such as com-
puter vision [6, 37] and natural language [11, 40], this effective idea
is introduced to HAR to deal with unlabeled multimodal data. CO-
COA [10] performs contrastive learning between features extracted
from multisensor data for fusion. Cosmo [26] designs a multimodal
feature fusion contrastive method to fully use multimodal syner-
gies within heterogeneous multimodal data. These solutions focus
on improving the performance of multimodal HAR for scenarios
where multimodal data are available. Thus, they cannot be directly
applied to our target unimodal HAR application scenarios where
only a single modality is available during the deployment phase.

Different from the above single-modality ormulti-modalitymeth-
ods, our method, MESEN, aims to utilize increasingly available
unlabeled multimodal data to achieve universal enhancement for
unimodal HAR. Thus, the proposed framework operates in a multi-
to-unimodal mode as shown in Figure 2 (c). Although similar two-
stage training frameworks (Figure 2 (a) & (b)) are used in previous
works [14, 26, 33] to address label scarcity issues for unimodal or
multimodal HAR, MESEN significantly differs from them due to
the specific application scenarios involving modality limitations
during the HAR model design and the deployment phases.

3 MOTIVATION
In this section, we conduct a measurement study to understand
modality differences and investigate the impact of multimodal fu-
sion on unimodal feature extraction. The observations motivate the
design of MESEN, a framework that addresses practical multi-to-
unimodal HAR application scenarios with few labels.

Figure 3: Unimodal and multimodal recognition results on
the UCI dataset. Activities from 𝑎1 to 𝑎3 are walking-related
while the rest are stationary activities.

3.1 Measurement Study
Different modalities capture different aspects of a process. For in-
stance, accelerometer measures linear acceleration; gyroscope mea-
sures angular velocity and is thus sensitive to changes in orientation.
As a result, they are sensitive to different types of human activi-
ties. We conduct experiments on the UCI dataset [30] comprising
accelerometer and gyroscope data for six activities, with four users’
data for training and the rest for validation and testing. We use
1D-CNN [36] as modality encoders and a single linear layer as
classifier heads. Figure 3 shows that when employed individually,
each modality yields better performance on certain types of activi-
ties. Gyroscope demonstrates better recognition performance for
dynamic activities compared with stationary ones, due to its sensi-
tivity to orientation changes and angular velocity. Accelerometer
outperforms gyroscope in recognizing stationary activities, due to
its ability to measure static forces like gravity.

However, the gyroscope’s relatively worse performance in iden-
tifying stationary activities does not mean it lacks relevant informa-
tion for distinguishing these activities. Instead, the relevant valuable
information and features are present but not effectively captured
during the training. Indeed, the results show that gyroscope data
can still recognize a part of these activities effectively.

Actually, the free yet accessible features, which are effective for
recognition, can be unearthed when another modality is present
during training, as in multimodal fusion. Multimodal fusion has
been considered in HAR [2, 17, 22, 43] and has shown notable
performance improvements when the multimodal features or the
predicted probabilities are properly fused.We investigate the impact
of the assistance provided by an additional modality during training
by studying unimodal performance under supervised multimodal
fusion training. We utilize a score-level fusion method [17], which
applies a weighted fusion on unimodal predicted probabilities ob-
tained from each modality. On the one hand, as Figure 3 shows,
multimodal fusion improves the recognition performance. On the
other hand, the fusion also aids in extracting effective unimodal
features that might otherwise remain undetected during unimodal
training. With t-SNE visualization [38], we analyze the gyroscope
features extracted by the modality encoder under three conditions:
without training, post unimodal training, and during multimodal
fusion. Figure 4 shows that when accelerometer data are present
during training, the gyroscope features form more distinct clus-
ters compared with other conditions. This suggests that effective
unimodal features can be better extracted with the aid of another
modality under supervised multimodal fusion.
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Figure 4: The visualization of extracted gyroscope features
under three conditions.

Figure 5: The unimodal features extracted by Cosmo are ben-
eficial to subsequent multimodal fusion instead of unimodal
recognition.

3.2 Problem Statement
Based on the experiments, §3.1 gives insights into the effective-
ness of unimodal feature extraction achieved during supervised
multimodal fusion training. With these insights, we aim to apply
such multimodal assistance for unimodal HAR with unlabeled mul-
timodal data.

The scenarios we focus on have two major differences from su-
pervised multimodal HAR, i.e., exploiting unlabeled multimodal
data and enhancing unimodal HAR. Firstly, real-world scenarios
often face the challenge of lacking annotations, but unlabeled tem-
porally aligned multimodal data are easily accessible. By utilizing
unlabeled multimodal data, the availability of data can be signifi-
cantly increased, thus avoiding the constraints imposed by reliance
on labeled data. Secondly, driven by the ubiquity of unimodal HAR
application scenarios, we focus on utilizing unimodal data for activ-
ity recognition during the deployment phase rather than applying
multimodal HAR. Our aim is to improve the performance of uni-
modal HAR with available multimodal data.

The most related work is Cosmo [26], which is capable of han-
dling unlabeled multimodal data for HAR. However, it cannot be
directly applied to our target application scenarios as it is designed
to fuse multimodal data for scenarios where multimodal data are
available during the deployment phase of HAR applications. Fig-
ure 5 shows that the unimodal features extracted during Cosmo’s
pre-training stage do not exhibit the same clear clustering charac-
teristic as the fusion features. This indicates that Cosmo is designed
to utilize unlabeled multimodal data for extracting features that are
beneficial to subsequent multimodal fusion. In contrast, our target
scenarios require directly extracting effective unimodal features for
downstream unimodal HAR. Consequently, we design MESEN to
exploit unlabeled multimodal data and achieve effective unimodal
feature extraction with multimodal assistance, thereby enhancing
unimodal HAR with few labels.

Figure 6: The overview of MESEN.

4 MESEN DESIGN
In this section, we indicate the specific application scenarios that
our work focuses on. Subsequently, we demonstrate the design of
MESEN in detail.

4.1 Overview
■ Problem formulation: The unlabeled multimodal data with
𝑁 modalities available are defined as D𝑚 = {D𝑀1 , . . . ,D𝑀𝑁 },
whereD𝑀𝑖 = {𝑥𝑀𝑖

1 , . . . , 𝑥
𝑀𝑖
𝑛𝑀𝑖

} and 𝑛𝑀𝑖
denotes the sample number.

𝑥
𝑀𝑖

𝑘
and 𝑥

𝑀𝑗

𝑘
denote temporally aligned paired samples record-

ing the same activity process. The unimodal data during the de-
ployment phase are defined as D𝑢 = {D𝑀𝑎 }, where D𝑀𝑎 =

{𝑥𝑀𝑎

1 , . . . , 𝑥
𝑀𝑎
𝑚𝑀𝑎

, 𝑥
𝑀𝑎

1 , . . . , 𝑥
𝑀𝑎
𝑛𝑀𝑎

}. It involves labeled data 𝑥𝑀𝑎 with
a small value of𝑚𝑀𝑎

of the available modality𝑀𝑎 ∈ {𝑀1, . . . , 𝑀𝑁 }.
MESEN is designed to exploit multimodal data fromD𝑚 to enhance
the unimodal HAR performance on D𝑢.
■ Framework overview: Figure 6 demonstrates the oveview de-
sign of MESEN. For clarity, we use two modalities 𝑀𝑎 and 𝑀𝑏 as
the illustration in the figure and the subsequent design description.
MESEN comprises the multimodal-aided pre-training stage and the
unimodal fine-tuning stage. During pre-training, MESEN aims to
train modality encoders for effective unimodal feature extraction,
utilizing unlabeled multimodal data and modality relationships.
During fine-tuning, the encoder of the available modality is fine-
tuned with a few labeled samples and then used for unimodal HAR.

4.2 Multimodal-aided Pre-training Stage
As mentioned in §3, supervised multimodal fusion can aid uni-
modal feature extraction. To achieve this assistance with unlabeled
multimodal data, we further investigate the correlations and rela-
tionships within multimodal data in both the representation spaces
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Figure 7: Temporally aligned paired samples of two modali-
ties, recording the same activity (Walking), exhibit similar
variation patterns and correlated important regions. The
color intensity indicates the importance of the region.

of the feature extraction stage and the classification stage. Based
on the insights observed from supervised multimodal fusion, we
develop a multi-task mechanism, integrating cross-modal feature
contrastive learning and multimodal pseudo-classification aligning.
With the mechanism, unimodal features can be effectively extracted
from unlabeled multimodal data for subsequent unimodal HAR.

4.2.1 Cross-modal Feature Contrastive Learning. Pairedmultimodal
data are records of the same process, suggesting their inherent cor-
relations, while they capture different aspects of the process due to
their distinct physical properties. Thus, we investigate the represen-
tation space of the feature extraction stage for both the correlations
and differences between modalities. We observe there are inter-
modality correlations in paired multimodal data (as depicted in
Figure 7) and distinct intra-modality spaces reflecting the differ-
ences between modalities (as depicted in Figure 8). Based on the
observations, we employ a cross-modal feature contrastive learning
method rather than applying contrastive learning directly. On the
one hand, this method emphasizes the similarity between paired
multimodal features to capture inter-modality correlations. On the
other hand, it maintains the modality differences by excluding con-
sideration of dissimilarity within intra-modality when maximizing
the dissimilarity between non-paired multimodal features.
■ Inter-modality correlation: Multiple modalities can acquire
crucial correlated information when recording the same activity
process. For instance, the left portion of Figure 7 shows tempo-
rally aligned paired samples of two modalities (accelerometer and
gyroscope), which record the sameWalking activity process. The
paired samples exhibit similar variation patterns due to the rhyth-
mic nature of walking. These correlated patterns play a vital role in
recognition. To highlight significant regions in the input sensor data
that contribute to the final prediction in multimodal fusion, we ap-
ply Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping (Grad-CAM) [32]
to the last convolutional layer of eachmodality encoder individually
after supervised multimodal fusion training. As shown in the right
portion of Figure 7, there is a correlation between the important
regions across modalities. Actually, such correlated information is
ubiquitously present in paired multimodal data. On the UCI dataset,
we conduct canonical correlation analysis on data from the same

Figure 8: (a) & (b): Distinctmodality spaces of differentmodal-
ity data are clear both at the raw data level and the latent
feature representation level. (c): modality spaces are distorted
in contrastive learning.

participant. The results show an average correlation of 0.600 be-
tween paired multimodal samples and an average correlation of
0.313 between non-paired samples, indicating that paired samples
hold more correlated information.

We aim to utilize the correlated information in multimodal data
to enhance unimodal feature extraction. An effective strategy to cap-
ture the correlations involves maximizing the similarity of paired
multimodal features while maximizing the dissimilarity of non-
paired features.
■ Intra-modality space: Different modalities have distinct physi-
cal properties. While non-paired features in multimodal scenarios
encompass both inter-modality and intra-modality types, it is inap-
propriate to maximize the dissimilarity of both types in our task
due to the modality differences. Figure 8 (a) demonstrates distinct
intra-modality spaces reflecting the physical differences between
modalities. Furthermore, Figure 8 (b) shows that at the level of latent
feature representation in supervised multimodal fusion, features
from the same modality tend to cluster together, forming distinct
modality-specific spaces for different modalities. This indicates that
the intra-modality spaces related to modality properties are crucial
for activity recognition. Therefore, it is beneficial to maintain dis-
tinct intra-modality spaces during pre-training. However, as shown
in Figure 8 (c), maximizing the dissimilarity of both inter-modality
and intra-modality non-paired features during contrastive learning
can lead to distortion of the distinct intra-modality feature spaces.
This is due to the neglect of the distinct properties of different
modalities and treating them equally in contrastive learning.

To prevent this kind of distortion and maintain modality dif-
ferences, we only maximize the dissimilarity of inter-modality
non-paired features without maximizing the dissimilarity between
intra-modality features.
■ Design for correlation capturing & difference maintain-
ing: Given the observations above, we design cross-modal feature
contrastive learning to capture inter-modality correlations and
maintain distinct intra-modality spaces during training.

As shown in Figure 6, xa and xb denote temporally aligned
paired samples from modalities 𝑀𝑎 and 𝑀𝑏 . These samples are
processed through respective modality encoders 𝒇 (·) and modality
projectors 𝒈(·), yielding features za ∈ R𝑁𝑓 𝑐 and zb ∈ R𝑁𝑓 𝑐 , which
can be expressed by

ha = 𝒇𝑀𝑎 (xa), ĥa = 𝒈𝑀𝑎 (ha), za = 𝑴𝑵𝒐𝒓𝒎 (ĥa);

hb = 𝒇𝑀𝑏 (xb), ĥb = 𝒈𝑀𝑏 (hb), zb = 𝑴𝑵𝒐𝒓𝒎 (ĥb),
(1)
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Figure 9: The design of cross-modal feature contrastive learn-
ing.

where the modality features ĥ are mapped and normalized within
the batch by 𝑴𝑵𝒐𝒓𝒎 (·) to z for contrastive learning. During mul-
timodal pre-training, every input pairs (xa𝑖 , xb𝑖 ) produces a pair
of feature vectors (za𝑖 , zb𝑖 ). Across 𝑁 input pairs in the mini-batch
B, we get B𝑎

𝑧 = {za1, . . . , za𝑁 } and B𝑏
𝑧 = {zb1, . . . , zb𝑁 } for the

computation of the contrastive loss.
Unlike the single-modality contrastive loss [6], which constructs

one positive pair and 2𝑁 −2 negative pairs for each sample within a
mini-batch, we obtain one inter-modality positive pair, 𝑁 − 1 inter-
modality negative pairs and 𝑁 − 1 intra-modality negative pairs.
Specifically, for the sample xa𝑖 , as shown in Figure 9, we compute
the contrastive loss based on the positive set Pai = {zb𝑖 } and the
inter-modality negative set N(a→b)

i = {zb 𝑗 |zb 𝑗 ∈ B𝑏
𝑧 , 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖}, while

ignoring the intra-modality negative set N(a→a)
i = {za 𝑗 |za 𝑗 ∈

B𝑎
𝑧 , 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖}. Consequently, the 𝑀𝑎-to-𝑀𝑏 contrastive loss 𝐿 (𝑎→𝑏 )

𝑖
for the sample xa𝑖 can be expressed by

L(𝑎→𝑏 )
𝑖

= − log exp(za𝑖 ·zb𝑖 )/𝜏
exp(za𝑖 ·zb𝑖 )/𝜏+

∑
zb 𝑗 ∈N

(a→b)
i

exp(za𝑖 ·zb 𝑗 )/𝜏
, (2)

where 𝜏 ∈ R+ denotes the temperature parameter. Indeed, Eq. 2 can
be interpreted as the loss of seeking to correctly identify (za𝑖 , zb𝑖 )
as the temporally aligned pair, while treating the rest as negatives.
Additionally, we can obtain the 𝑀𝑏 -to-𝑀𝑎 contrastive loss 𝐿 (𝑏→𝑎)

𝑖

for the sample xb𝑖 in the same way, it can be expressed by

L(𝑏→𝑎)
𝑖

= − log exp(zb𝑖 ·za𝑖 )/𝜏
exp(zb𝑖 ·za𝑖 )/𝜏+

∑
za 𝑗 ∈N

(b→a)
i

exp(zb𝑖 ·za 𝑗 )/𝜏
. (3)

The cross-modal feature contrastive loss 𝐿CMF for the mini-batch
B of 𝑁 paired samples can be expressed as

𝐿CMF =
1
𝑁

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

(𝛼𝐿 (𝑎→𝑏 )
𝑖

+ 𝛽𝐿
(𝑏→𝑎)
𝑖

), (4)

where 𝛼 > 0 and 𝛽 > 0 are weights measuring the importance
of different modalities contributing to 𝐿CMF. To adapt to various
modality combinations, we assign equal weights to different modal-
ities by setting 𝛼 = 𝛽 = 0.5.

4.2.2 Multimodal pseudo-classification aligning. After utilizing the
multimodal correlations in the representation space of the feature

Figure 10: The effects of alignment between paired unimodal
predicted probabilities on final fusion results.

extraction stage, there is still a lack of a pre-training task that is
directly related to the downstream recognition task in the design.
Besides, the multimodal correlations existing in the representa-
tion space of the classification stage remain unexploited. Thus,
we employ multimodal pseudo-classification aligning. On the one
hand, the pseudo-classification task can be a prompt for the down-
stream recognition task. On the other hand, it can utilize relation-
ships within multimodal predicted probabilities in the classification
stage’s representation space.
■ Task prompt: Introducing a pseudo-classification task into the
pre-training stage provides a beneficial prompt for downstream
recognition. Given that activity recognition is essentially a classi-
fication task, employing a pseudo-classification task during pre-
training can benefit feature extraction, and enhance the effective-
ness of the fine-tuning process even if there are only a few labeled
samples available.
■ Multimodal predicted probabilities alignment: The align-
ment measures the degree of similarity between the unimodal pre-
diction probabilities of paired samples. As discussed in §3, the fusion
of unimodal predicted probabilities can guide unimodal feature ex-
traction. To utilize pseudo-classification results without the fusion
step, we investigate the relationships between the multimodal pre-
dicted probabilities alignment and the final fusion prediction results
under supervised multimodal fusion.

During supervised multimodal fusion, unimodal predicted proba-
bilities (ya and yb) are individually mapped from modality features
through the classifier head. The fusion result y is obtained by com-
bining ya and yb. Our observations show that for y that is correctly
classified (as depicted at the middle top portion in Figure 10), ya and
yb exhibit a high degree of alignment. Conversely, for the misclas-
sified fusion result, ya and yb vary significantly from each other (as
depicted at the middle bottom portion in Figure 10). Wemeasure the
Euler distance between ya and yb on the UCI dataset, revealing that
the average distance associated with misclassified fusion results is
0.842, which is 2.38 times the average distance of 0.354 related to
correctly classified results. If the unimodal predicted probabilities
of paired samples are significantly different, it suggests that at least
one of the results provides a less reliable classification prediction,
which adversely affects the final fusion result.
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Figure 11: The design of multimodal pseudo-classification
aligning.

Based on the above observations, as shown in Figure 11, our
objective is to ensure that the pseudo-predicted probabilities (ŷai ,
ŷbi ) obtained from paired multimodal samples (xai , x

b
i ) are classified

into the same pseudo-class, while those derived from non-paired
samples should be classified into different pseudo-classes.
■ Design for pseudo-classification aligning: Given the insights
above, we employ multimodal pseudo-classification aligning. It first
implements pseudo-classification on modality features and then uti-
lizes the relationships within multimodal pseudo-class probability
probabilities.

Firstly, we apply a 𝑁𝑐𝑙𝑠 -way classification by using the pseudo-
classification head 𝒄 (·), where 𝑁𝑐𝑙𝑠 is the number of activity cat-
egories which can be easily obtained with no extra effort. The
pseudo-predicted probabilities ŷa = 𝒄 (ĥa) and ŷb = 𝒄 (ĥb) are ob-
tained from the modality features ĥa and ĥb individually. Then, we
directly utilize ŷa and ŷb instead of combining them as in supervised
multimodal fusion.

Specifically, within themini-batchB, we obtain results of pseudo-
classification Ŷa and Ŷb, both of which belong to the spaceR𝑁×𝑁𝑐𝑙𝑠

and can be expressed as

Ŷa =

ŷa1
. . .

ŷaN

 =
[
q̂a1 . . . q̂

a
Ncls

]
, Ŷb =


ŷb1
. . .

ŷbN

 =
[
q̂b1 . . . q̂

b
Ncls

]
. (5)

The 𝑖-th element in the vector ŷ represents the probability that x
is the 𝑖-th pseudo-class. The 𝑖-th column q̂i in the matrix Ŷ rep-
resents the 𝑖-th pseudo-class, mapping that which samples in B
are classified into the 𝑖-th pseudo-class. Ideally, paired multimodal
samples xa and xb should be classified into the same pseudo-class.
As a result, q̂ai and q̂bi , both denoting the 𝑖-th pseudo-class results,
should be as similar as possible. In contrast, the dissimilarity be-
tween the 𝑖-th pseudo-class q̂i and any other 𝑗-th pseudo-class
q̂j (including q̂aj and q̂

b
j ) should be maximized. Consequently, differ-

ent from single-modality clustering in [20], for the 𝑖-th pseudo-class
result q̂ai , we obtain the positive pseudo-class set P̂ai = {q̂bi }, and
the negative pseudo-class set N̂a

i = {q̂aj , q̂
b
j |q̂

a
𝑗
, q̂b

𝑗
∈ B𝑞, 𝑗 ≠ 𝑖} con-

taining 2𝑁𝑐𝑙𝑠 − 2 different classes from both intra-modality and
inter-modality. Thus, the pseudo-classification aligning loss for q̂ai
can be expressed as

�̂�
(𝑎)
𝑖

= − log
exp(q̂ai · q̂

b
i )/𝜏

exp(q̂ai · q̂
b
i )/𝜏 +

∑
q̂j∈N̂a

i
exp(q̂ai · q̂j)/𝜏

. (6)

Figure 12: The performance of MESEN design.

Classification labels are applied across all modalities in an equal
way. Thus, different from the cross-modal feature contrastive loss,
�̂�
(𝑎)
𝑖

and �̂� (𝑏 )
𝑖

are symmetric. The multimodal pseudo-classification
aligning loss 𝐿MPC for the mini-batch B of 𝑁 input paired samples
with 𝑁𝑐𝑙𝑠 -way pseudo-classification can be expressed as

𝐿MPC =
1

2𝑁𝑐𝑙𝑠

𝑁𝑐𝑙𝑠∑︁
𝑖=1

(�̂� (𝑎)
𝑖

+ �̂�
(𝑏 )
𝑖

) + 𝜆PR𝐿PR, (7)

where 𝐿PR = −∑𝑁𝑐𝑙𝑠

𝑖=1 𝑃 (q̂i) log 𝑃 (q̂i) is a Shannon entropy-based
regularization loss [20] with 𝜆PR ∈ R− acting as a scale weight.
It is employed to prevent the situation where most samples are
classified into the same pseudo-class.

4.2.3 Multi-task combination. After getting𝐿CMF from cross-modal
feature contrastive learning and 𝐿MPC from multimodal pseudo-
classification aligning, we combine them to obtain the pre-training
loss 𝐿PT as

𝐿PT = 𝐿CMF + 𝛿𝐿MPC, (8)

where 𝛿 ∈ R+ is computed by the values of 𝐿CMF and 𝐿MPC within
each mini-batch for loss balancing.

Figure 12 demonstrates the contrastive feature space and the
pseudo-classification space after MESEN’s multimodal-aided pre-
training stage, demonstrating its ability to maintain distinct modal-
ity spaces and ensure multimodal pseudo-classification alignment.

4.3 Unimodal Fine-tuning Stage
During fine-tuning, we obtain the pre-trained unimodal encoder
according to the specific modality used in subsequent unimodal
HAR, and refine it with a classifier head using labeled data. However,
this process involves two potential issues, i.e., loss of knowledge
from pre-training and overfitting due to label scarcity, both of which
will degrade recognition performance.

To mitigate these issues, we employ a layer-aware fine-tuning
mechanismwith the regularization loss 𝐿FR. During fine-tuning, the
model consists of two parts: the pre-trained encoder which is to be
fine-tuned, and the classifier head which needs to be trained from
scratch. Their parameters are denoted by 𝜃𝑒 and 𝜃𝑐 , respectively.
The regularization loss 𝐿FR can be expressed as

𝐿FR =

𝑛𝑒∑︁
𝑖=1

(𝛾𝑖 | |𝜃𝑒𝑖 | |2) + | |𝜃𝑐 | |2, (9)

where 𝑖 denotes different layers of the encoder and 𝑛𝑒 is the total
layer number of the encoder, 𝛾𝑖 controls the degree to which the
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learned knowledge from the pre-training stage is retained. If the
equal weight 𝛾𝑖 = 1 is assigned to all the layers, the loss becomes
𝐿FR = | |𝜃𝑒 | |2 + ||𝜃𝑐 | |2. The unimodal fine-tuning loss 𝐿FT can be
expressed as

𝐿FT = 𝐿CLS + 𝜆FR𝐿FR, (10)

where 𝐿CLS represents the classification loss, and 𝜆FR acts as a scale
weight for the regularization term.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
5.1 Datasets and Methodology
5.1.1 Multimodal HAR Datasets. To evaluate the effectiveness of
MESEN, we use eight multimodal datasets that span diverse modal-
ities (accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer, skeleton points,
depth images, and mmWave radar), activities, user scales, and col-
lection environments. Table 1 provides a summary of these datasets.
UCI dataset [30]. It contains accelerometer and gyroscope data
from 30 users performing 6 activities with a smartphone (Samsung
Galaxy S II) on the user’s waist. The sampling rate is 50Hz.
MotionSense dataset [24]. It comprises data collected by ac-
celerometer and gyroscope sensors with a sampling rate of 50Hz.
During data collection, a total of 24 users performed 6 activities
with an iPhone 6s placed in the user’s front pocket in the same
environment and conditions.
HHARdataset [35]. It contains accelerometer and gyroscope read-
ings collected by a variety of smartphones from 9 users performing
6 daily activities. During data collection, the devices were carried
by the users around their waists with the sampling rate ranging
from 100Hz to 200Hz.
USC dataset [45]. It consists of accelerometer and gyroscope data
from 14 users performing 12 activities based on their own style.
During data collection, the device was placed at the user’s front
right hip with a reachable sampling rate of 100Hz.
Shoaib dataset [34]. It containsmagnetometer readings alongwith
accelerometer and gyroscope data collected by Samsung Galaxy SII
smartphones from 10 users performing 7 activities. The sampling
rate is 50Hz. During data collection, devices were placed in five
different positions (right pocket, left pocket, belt, upper arm, and
wrist) on users.
Cosmo-MHADdataset [26]. It includes multimodal snippets from
30 users freely performing 14 activities. The dataset contains data
of three modalities (depth, IMU, and mmWave radar) collected at
the sampling rate of 20Hz, 100Hz, and 15Hz, respectively. Due to
the poor performance of radar when used alone as reported in [26],
we use only IMU and depth data from the dataset.
mRI dataset [1]. It is a multimodal 3D human pose dataset. The
released mRI includes over 5 million frames of mmWave and IMU
data from 20 users with a sampling rate of 10Hz and 50Hz, re-
spectively. The IMU data are from 6 sensors placed on different
positions (left wrist, right wrist, left knee, right knee, head, and pelvis)
of the user. Applying a 1-second window on the frame sequences,
we obtained 4,105 samples of 11 movements from the dataset.
UTD dataset [4]. It contains data collected by a Microsoft Kinect
sensor and a wearable inertial sensor with a sampling rate of 30Hz
and 50Hz, respectively. We use IMU, skeleton, and depth modalities
from it. During data collection, 8 subjects performed 27 different

Table 1: Dataset summary.

Dataset Modality Activity User Sample(train/valtest)

UCI [30] Acc, Gyro 6 30 (24/6) 2088
MotionSense [24] Acc, Gyro 6 24 (19/5) 4534

HHAR [35] Acc, Gyro 6 9 (7/2) 9166
USC [45] Acc, Gyro 12 14 (10/4) 38312
Shoaib [34] Acc, Gyro, Mag 7 10 (8/2) 10500

Cosmo-MHAD [26] IMU, Depth 14 30 (25/5) 3434
mRI[1] IMU, Radar 11 20 (16/4) 4105
UTD [4] IMU, Skeleton, Depth 27 8 (6/2) 861

actions in an indoor environment. The inertial sensor was placed
on the wrist or the thigh depending on the type of action.

For evaluation, we split users into two different subsets for train-
ing and inference (including validation and testing), respectively.
The specific details of the user subsets are demonstrated in Table 1.
Moreover, the data in the inference subset is evenly divided into
validation and testing sets, maintaining a 1:1 ratio.

5.1.2 Baselines. MESEN is evaluated and compared with baselines
covering three aspects: supervised unimodal performance, self-
supervised unimodal performance, and multi-to-unimodal (m2u)
performance which aligns with our training mode. The baselines
used for comparison are as follows.
Labeltrain. It is the supervised learning method that uses labeled
data of every single modality in the datasets to predict activities,
serving as the supervised unimodal baseline.
SimCLR [6] and CC [20]. These two methods are state-of-the-art
contrastive-based approaches in computer vision tasks, creating
two distinct views of the same sample through data augmentation
for conducting single-modality contrastive learning. We implement
them for each modality in the multimodal datasets, serving as the
self-supervised unimodal baselines.
CPCHAR [14]. It is a state-of-the-art self-supervised learning
method designed for IMU data. The method utilizes the temporal
structure of IMU data. We implement it for the IMU modality.
CMC (m2u) [37]. It is a leading multi-view contrastive learning
method in computer vision tasks, training the modality encoders
by directly contrasting multimodal features. In our experiments,
considering the limitation of only unimodal data available during
the deployment phase in our target scenarios, we implement CMC
under the m2u mode, pre-training the modality encoders with mul-
timodal data and fine-tuning each encoder using unimodal data
individually as shown in Figure 2 (c).
Cosmo (m2u) [26]. It is a state-of-the-art contrastive-based multi-
modal HARmethod. It features a feature fusion contrastive learning
approach for extracting effective information from unlabeled mul-
timodal data. We implement it under the m2u mode, maintaining
all other parts as in [26], except for the multimodal feature fusion
during fine-tuning.

These baselines can be categorized as the supervised unimodal
learning baseline and the contrastive learning baselines.

5.1.3 Configurations. MESEN and other baseline models are imple-
mented by using Python and Pytorch [27]. They are implemented
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Table 2: Performance comparison. MESEN outperforms baselines on all datasets, with the relative improvements over the
best-performing baselines (marked in underline) highlighted in blue.

Dataset UCI MotionSense HHAR Shoaib
Labeling rate 0.35% 0.17% 0.08% 0.08%
Modality Acc Gyro Acc Gyro Acc Gyro Acc Gyro Mag
Metrics Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1
Labeltrain 0.442 0.365 0.353 0.251 0.490 0.391 0.439 0.369 0.446 0.340 0.370 0.278 0.316 0.297 0.287 0.190 0.227 0.186
SimCLR 0.516 0.491 0.460 0.435 0.520 0.458 0.496 0.447 0.488 0.441 0.488 0.411 0.339 0.315 0.333 0.317 0.254 0.253

CC 0.415 0.425 0.444 0.427 0.301 0.283 0.463 0.370 0.449 0.368 0.435 0.351 0.263 0.250 0.360 0.340 0.214 0.212
CMC (m2u) 0.505 0.495 0.346 0.286 0.507 0.455 0.506 0.418 0.451 0.436 0.394 0.353 0.322 0.310 0.294 0.291 0.296 0.291
Cosmo (m2u) 0.513 0.494 0.440 0.379 0.506 0.467 0.493 0.411 0.489 0.436 0.493 0.411 0.315 0.313 0.298 0.297 0.318 0.309

MESEN (Ours) 0.888 0.890 0.695 0.636 0.790 0.807 0.682 0.694 0.659 0.676 0.660 0.651 0.487 0.445 0.462 0.434 0.458 0.429
+0.372 +0.395 +0.235 +0.201 +0.270 +0.340 +0.176 +0.247 +0.170 +0.235 +0.167 +0.240 +0.148 +0.130 +0.102 +0.094 +0.140 +0.120

Dataset USC mRI Cosmo-MHAD UTD
Labeling rate 0.06% 0.36% 0.51% 4.18%
Modality Acc Gyro IMU Radar IMU Depth IMU Skeleton Depth
Metrics Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1 Acc F1
Labeltrain 0.229 0.205 0.239 0.175 0.443 0.403 0.233 0.206 0.288 0.213 0.272 0.187 0.411 0.358 0.643 0.587 0.176 0.130
SimCLR 0.363 0.331 0.317 0.294 0.492 0.469 0.272 0.258 0.368 0.288 0.242 0.184 0.452 0.400 0.670 0.624 0.222 0.171

CC 0.326 0.252 0.314 0.302 0.508 0.460 0.373 0.361 0.405 0.306 0.389 0.276 0.456 0.410 0.657 0.616 0.204 0.163
CMC (m2u) 0.517 0.485 0.436 0.428 0.388 0.366 0.280 0.259 0.328 0.243 0.301 0.261 0.370 0.335 0.639 0.600 0.300 0.268
Cosmo (m2u) 0.333 0.271 0.274 0.224 0.202 0.111 0.214 0.197 0.274 0.181 0.355 0.292 0.341 0.287 0.680 0.635 0.285 0.233

MESEN (Ours) 0.723 0.700 0.695 0.684 0.869 0.866 0.825 0.810 0.506 0.392 0.511 0.429 0.628 0.583 0.735 0.702 0.550 0.517
+0.206 +0.215 +0.259 +0.256 +0.361 +0.397 +0.452 +0.449 +0.101 +0.086 +0.122 +0.137 +0.172 +0.173 +0.055 +0.067 +0.250 +0.249

in a server with 4 NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 GPUs, 96 GB memory,
and an Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6326 (2.90GHz) CPU. Besides, we also
run the unimodal fine-tuning stage on Jetson Nano[25] to show the
performance of MESEN on edge nodes.

To perform a fair comparison, we conduct baselines and MESEN
with the same modality encoders and classifier heads under the
same experiment settings, including the same hyperparameters
and the same dataset split. The modality encoders consisting of
convolutional layers and transformer encoder layers [39] are uti-
lized for all modalities except for the skeleton modality. We use
co-occurrence [19] as the modality encoder for skeleton data. The
modality projectors used during pre-training are two-layer convo-
lutional layers. The classifier heads are single linear layer classifiers
with softmax activation. The learning rate is set at 0.001 for both
pre-training and supervised training. The batch size of the pre-
training stage is set at 128. For supervised training with labeled
data, the batch size is generally set at 64. If the number of labels
utilized is smaller than 64, the batch size corresponds to the exact
number of labels. Each experiment is conducted independently five
times, with different model initialization for each repetition, to
mitigate the effect of model initialization on performance.

5.1.4 Metrics. We employ both accuracy and F1-score to measure
the performance of baselines and MESEN. Accuracy measures the
proportion of correctly predicted samples among all samples. F1-
score considers both false positives and false negatives for each
activity category.

5.2 Evaluation Results
5.2.1 Overall performance. Labeled data are usually scarce in real-
world HAR applications. To evaluate the effectiveness of MESEN,

we utilize only a few labeled samples during training. Table 2 pro-
vides the performance comparison of MESEN and other baselines
under the situations, where only one labeled sample per activity
is utilized during training. The labeling rate is defined as the ratio
of labeled samples within the whole training set. For example, we
employ six labeled samples in total for six activities on the UCI
dataset, amounting to 0.35% of the training set.

According to the results, Labeltrain exhibits poor performance
on all datasets due to label scarcity, while other methods achieve
comparatively better performance by utilizing both labeled data
and available unlabeled unimodal or multimodal data. To be spe-
cific, SimCLR and CC perform better than Labeltrain by utilizing
unlabeled unimodal data. However, their performance still falls
short of MESEN as they do not fully exploit the available multi-
modal data. CMC (m2u) and Cosmo (m2u) achieve performance
improvements for datasets with minor modality gaps, such as the
USC dataset. However, they struggle with datasets containing sig-
nificant heterogeneous modalities like the UTD dataset, where they
fail to enhance the recognition performance for all modalities and
may even have a negative impact on the performance.

MESEN achieves state-of-the-art results across all datasets, demon-
strating its effectiveness in enhancing unimodal HAR performance
by exploiting available unlabeled multimodal during training. Rel-
ative to the top-performing baselines for each modality, MESEN
obtains 5.5% - 45.2% accuracy improvements, with most gains ex-
ceeding 10%. On average, the recognition accuracy of MESEN on
all datasets is 65.7%, notably outperforming other methods (30.7%,
25.2%, 27.0%, 25.8%, and 27.8% higher than Labeltrain, SimCLR, CC,
CMC (m2u), and Cosmo (m2u), respectively). Moreover, MESEN
notably boosts the average F1-score to 63.0% (34.5%, 26.4%, 28.7%,
26.5%, and 29.9% higher than Labeltrain, SimCLR, CC, CMC (m2u),
and Cosmo (m2u), respectively).
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Figure 13: The impact of 𝑛 labeled samples per activity with different 𝑛 on HAR performance. ‘Rate’ represents the labeling
rate. The results of MESEN that are comparable to fully supervised learning with 100% labeled data are highlighted in blue.

Figure 14: The impact of the available unlabeled multimodal
data scale on the performance of MESEN. The x-axis repre-
sents the scale of unlabeled data (#𝑁 = Unlabeled data

Labeled data ), and
the dashed lines represent Labeltrain’s results.

5.2.2 Impact of labeled sample size. We evaluate MESEN and the
baselines with different numbers of labeled samples to understand
the impact of the labeled sample scale. Specifically, we adopt the
settings of utilizing 𝑛 labeled samples per activity during training.
With different 𝑛, we have labeling rates that range from 0.06% to
21.32% on all the datasets. As shown in Figure 13, all methods ex-
hibit performance improvements as the number of labeled samples
increases. On one hand, MESEN consistently outperforms the base-
lines under all settings of 𝑛 across all datasets. On the other hand,
MESEN demonstrates a more significant performance improvement
when a very small amount of labeled samples is used, indicating its
effectiveness in practical scenarios with only a few available labeled
samples. Furthermore, even with limited labeled data (ranging from
a labeling rate of 0.12% to a labeling rate of 21.32% across different

Figure 15: The impact of modality number and type on
MESEN’s performance. (·) denotes the modalities used dur-
ing the multimodal-aided pre-training stage.

datasets), MESEN achieves performance comparable to or even bet-
ter than supervised learning with 100% labeled data. This indicates
that MESEN effectively extracts effective unimodal features from
unlabeled data, reducing the need for extensive labeling.

5.2.3 Impact of unlabeled sample size. MESEN’s key principle is
to utilize the increasing availability of unlabeled multimodal data
for unimodal HAR enhancement. Therefore, the scale of unlabeled
data utilized during multimodal-aided pre-training is crucial for
MESEN’s performance.We conduct experiments to show the impact
of different amounts of unlabeledmultimodal data. As demonstrated
in Figure 14, we fix the number of labeled samples (one labeled
sample per activity), and gradually increase the volume of unlabeled
multimodal data (#𝑁 refers to 𝑁 times the amount of labeled data).
The performance of MESEN increases with a larger unlabeled data
amount, suggesting its ability to extract effective information from
available unlabeled multimodal data.

5.2.4 Impact of modality number and type. As shown in Figure 15,
the performance of MESEN is affected by the number and type of
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Figure 16: The effectiveness of MESENwith varying encoders
and classifiers.

Figure 17: The impact of different labeled data sources on
the performance of MESEN.

modalities utilized during the multimodal-aided pre-training stage.
On the one hand, MESEN achieves better performance when more
modalities are available during pre-training, as multiple modalities
provide useful information and guidance for unimodal feature ex-
traction. On the other hand, the effectiveness of MESEN depends on
the individual performance of each modality in the recognition task.
For example, in the UTD dataset, IMU outperforms other modalities
when it is used alone. Therefore, the performance improvement of
the Skeleton modality is more significant when IMU and Skeleton
are used for pre-training, compared with the improvement achieved
when Depth and Skeleton are used.

5.2.5 Impact of different model architectures. MESEN is designed
as a universal framework, which is adaptable to various modality
encoders and classifiers. We evaluate the effectiveness of MESEN
with varying encoders and classifiers on the UCI dataset. We replace
the default encoder with 1D-CNN [36] and CNN-GRU [18] individ-
ually to conduct experiments with varying encoders. Similarly, we
replace the default classifier with GRU [8] and LSTM [16] individu-
ally. As shown in Figure 16, the results demonstrate that MESEN
achieves performance improvements compared with Labeltrain,
regardless of the model architecture used during the pre-training
and fine-tuning stages.

5.2.6 Impact of labeled sample source. The above experiments are
conducted with the user setting as depicted in §5.1. In this setting,
the data utilized for inference (validation and testing) comes from
users distinct from the user subset involved in the training process.
The user subset used for inference refers to ‘edge users’ and the user
subset involved in training is denoted as ‘other users’. Furthermore,
we evaluate the performance of MESEN when it is fine-tuned with
labeled samples from edge users. Figure 17 shows that MESEN can
achieve better performance with an average accuracy increase of
4.44% when the labeled samples used during fine-tuning are from
edge users.

Figure 18: Unimodal features extracted by MESEN and Label-
train. Different shapes denote different activities.

Figure 19: The fine-tuning performance of MESEN.

5.3 System Effectiveness
5.3.1 Feature visualization. To demonstrate the benefits ofMESEN’s
multimodal-aided pre-training on unimodal feature extraction, we
use t-SNE to visualize the unimodal features extracted by MESEN
and Labeltrain on the mRI dataset’s testing set. The dataset com-
prises data from two heterogeneous modalities, IMU and mmWave
radar. As shown in Figure 18, the unimodal features extracted by
MESEN after the multimodal-aided pre-training stage demonstrate
clear clustering properties, even before the fine-tuning stage with
labeled data. This indicates MESEN’s effectiveness in utilizing un-
labeled multimodal data during pre-training. Consequently, com-
pared with Labeltrain, MESEN acquires more effective features for
unimodal HAR with few labels, owing to the information learned
during pre-training.

5.3.2 Performance on the edge node. We implement the unimodal
fine-tuning stage of MESEN on Jetson Nano [25] to evaluate its
performance on the user edge node. As shown in Figure 19 (a),
when fine-tuned with few labels (one labeled sample per activity)
on Jetson Nano, MESEN is more time and energy-efficient than
the supervised baseline Labeltrain. Specifically, without incurring
any additional memory overhead compared with Labeltrain, the
fine-tuning stage of MESEN is 1.67× and 1.54× faster than Label-
train on the UCI dataset for the two modalities (accelerometer and
gyroscope), saving 27.2% and 32.2% energy usage, respectively.

5.3.3 Ablation study. We evaluate the contributions of three com-
ponents in MESEN: cross-modal feature contrastive learning (𝑃𝑐1),
multimodal pseudo-classification aligning (𝑃𝑐2), and the layer-aware
fine-tuning mechanism (𝐹𝑐3). Figure 20 shows that combining 𝑃𝑐1
and 𝑃𝑐2 significantly improves unimodal HAR performance across
various multimodal combinations. Moreover, Figure 19 (b) shows
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Figure 20: Ablation study for 𝑃𝑐1 and 𝑃𝑐2 of MESEN.

the effectiveness of 𝐹𝑐3 in mitigating overfitting when MESEN
adapts to unimodal HAR with only a few labeled samples.

5.3.4 Impact of parameters settings. We evaluate MESEN’s sensi-
tivity to various system settings on the MotionSense dataset. Figure
21 shows the impact of pre-training batch size, contrastive feature
dimension, and the number of pseudo-class on MESEN’s perfor-
mance. Compared with the other two factors, MESEN is particularly
sensitive to the pseudo-class number utilized in multimodal pseudo-
classification aligning, which is designed as an effective prompt for
recognition as described in §4.2.2. The difference between the num-
ber of pseudo-classes and the actual activity category number can
impede feature extraction, thus affecting recognition performance.
However, as the number of activity categories is typically readily
accessible and requires no extra effort, the performance decrease
can be effectively avoided.

6 DISCUSSION
Scalability. The increasing number of modality pairs will intro-
duce extra training costs during the multimodal-aided pre-training
stage. An additional modality encoder and a projector are needed
for computing features of each new modality during pre-training.
Adopting the assumed atomic operation of the contrastive objective
function in COCOA [10], i.e., the dot-product of sample pairs, the
time complexity of MESEN is O(𝑀2𝑁 2 + 𝑀2𝑁𝑐𝑙𝑠

2), where 𝑀 is
the number of modalities, 𝑁 is the number of input pairs in the
mini-batch B, and 𝑁𝑐𝑙𝑠 is the number of activity categories. When
the activity categories and the number of input pairs are fixed dur-
ing implementation, the complexity of MESEN will be O(𝑀2). In
practical implementation, the extra training costs vary based on
the types of additional modalities. For example, compared with
the IMU modality, depth images introduce more requirements for
computational resources.

Cross-dataset performance. To evaluate the performance of
MESEN in cross-dataset scenarios, we conduct experiments on
the UCI and MotionSense datasets. Following UniHAR [41], we
select four activities (still, walk, walk upstairs, and walk downstairs)
contained in both datasets. For the cross-dataset setting, we train
models on the UCI dataset while validating and testing models on
the MotionSense dataset. Other experimental settings align with
those in §5.2.1. Under the cross-dataset setting, MESEN achieves
accuracy of 0.536 and 0.787 with accelerometer and gyroscope, re-
spectively, while Labeltrain exhibits 0.409 and 0.690. The accuracy

Figure 21: The impact of different parameter settings on the
performance of MESEN.

gains of 0.127 and 0.097 by MESEN over Labeltrain demonstrate its
adaptability in cross-dataset scenarios. However, MESEN is affected
by the domain discrepancies between these two datasets, evidenced
by its accuracy of 0.970 and 0.994 on the UCI dataset for the four
activities. The Physics-Informed Data Augmentation approach pro-
posed by UniHAR [41] to address data heterogeneity provides a
solution to improve MESEN in further study.

Multimodal inference. MESEN is designed to operate in a
multi-to-unimodal mode, which may present limitations in some
HAR application scenarios. When multiple modalities are readily
available during the deployment phase, MESEN can utilize these
multimodal data streams through slight adaptation. This is because
each modality encoder has been effectively trained during MESEN’s
multimodal-aided pre-training. For example, with the experimen-
tal settings in §5.2.1, MESEN achieves 0.899 accuracy on the UCI
dataset by applying multimodal fusion through concatenating mul-
timodal features during fine-tuning and inference. However, since
multimodal fusion is not the primary design focus of MESEN, it
might not capture the full potential of such multimodal streams
as effectively as Cosmo [26]. Further study is needed to extend
MESEN to address broader application scenarios.

7 CONCLUSION
This paper proposes MESEN, a universal framework utilizing in-
creasingly available unlabeled multimodal data to enhance uni-
modal HAR with few labels. MESEN achieves effective unimodal
feature extraction during the multimodal-aided pre-training stage
by featuring a multi-task mechanism. The proposed mechanism
combines cross-modal feature contrastive learning and multimodal
pseudo-classification aligning to exploit the correlations and re-
lationships within multimodal data. With the extracted effective
unimodal features, MESEN then can adapt to downstream unimodal
HAR with only a few labeled samples. Our evaluation demonstrates
that MESEN can significantly improve unimodal HAR performance
by exploiting multimodal data.
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